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“In every age God calls to men, “Believe in Me… I am
the way you should travel, I am the truth you seek, and I
am the life that is filled with peace.” Yet, in every age
men ignore the call. We build into the fabric of our lives
a frantic pace. Like one who is falling over the edge of a
cliff, we claw and grasp at the crumbling edges of our
life, hoping against hope to survive the situation we have
put ourselves in.
The Scriptures declare that in the midst of a storm of our
own making, there is still an ancient voice calling, “Hear
me, I’ll quiet the storm, set you on your feet – I will give
you life” … What will your answer be?
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THE BACKDROP
• Chapter Six Outline:
 The advance of the foe (vv. 1-8)
 The numbness of the people (vv. 9-15)
 The prescription for deliverance (vv. 16-20)
 Guaranteed obstacles for the arrogant (v. 21)
 The description of destruction (vv. 22-26)

• God wraps up with a word to the messenger:
“Jeremiah … you are a metal tester with a terrible task”
(vv. 27-30).
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PRESCRIPTION FOR DELIVERANCE
1. God has left a trail … an ancient witness.
 Stand, see, ask, walk

These are verbs that denote a search for something
specific.

Prohibition
To Prohibit

Devil

Desire, Greed

= Tree

= Secret

= Woman

+ (Divine) Command

+ Person

+ Garden

+ Trees
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Naked

Righteous(ness)

= Clothing

= Sheep

+ Hand

Boat

Tower

+ Tree

=8

= Grass

+ Garden

+ Lance

+ Mouth

+ Clay

+ Mankind

+ Little Boat, Vessel

+1

+ Mouth
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Temple of Heaven

The Young Family
5
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 Ancient truth does not trump Scripture … it testifies to

the truth of Scripture.

Note: God is not against progress, but is against novelty that
numbs you to the truth.

2. God’s deepest desire is to settle your soul.

3. Rejection is registered with your feet.

THE TRUMPET TEST

• Hard hearts won’t gather, they won’t be warned, and they
do not anticipate the coming of the King.

Black and white pictures are courtesy of Marcus Young, @ 2004
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